Old Dominion University  
Department of Music

Presents

Old Dominion University Percussion Ensemble  
Directed by David L. Walker

Program

Now It Moves (2000)  
Salvador Arr. D. Walker

Adagio for Strings  

Quiet  
David Macbride (b.1951)

Uneven Souls  
Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovich (b.1962)

O’Fortuna  
from Carmina Burana  

Personnel

Westley Benson +  
Anthony Carlton  
Katherine Collins  
Joseph Dinardo  
Amber Hentley  
Dale Lazar *

Daniel Naquin  
Theresa Nemeth  
Dennis Northerner  
Micah Pittman  
Maegan Rowley  
Sarah Williams  
Jonathan Wudijono

+ denotes Graduate student  
* denotes Alumnus

Chandler Recital Hall,  
Diehn Fine and Performing Arts Building

March 26th, 2012  7:30 PM